
Community	  Calendar	  Feedback	  
	  

I feel the calendar looks good for the students. Thank you for asking for our input as parents and 
community members.  
The 3 days in January....does that mean no school for the kids? They really go back to school for 
one week then have 3 days off ? Why would you do that? Either move the days to break or take 
them out...it really seems silly...maybe it is a mistake? 
	  
	  

Staff	  Calendar	  Feedback	  
	  

Small item .. should 12/23 be shaded as green if that is the beginning of winter break? 
Should December 23rd be shaded green? According to the legend, we have no school that day. 
Or could it be considered a snow day? 

December 23rd is not coded green for the first day of winter vacation. 
Just wondering about the 11:00 dismissal on the last day? I'm assuming this is to compensate for 
no end of year workday, but will families view this as a "blow-off" day...especially if it gets pushed 
to the Tuesday after memorial day with snow day. This has been a semester final testing day at 
the high school so I'm wondering how that will be impacted...if that schedule will be adjusted? I 
know in the elementary its usually clean out/party day, but that's not the case here. 
On Dec. 23rd no school/vacation so should be green?? 
Otherwise I think it looks ok. Not real thrilled with later start as I feel we will probably end up in 
June.  
Starting on the Aug. 18 will most likely will take us into June for the school year due to the 
number of snow days we have had in the last few years. This may interfere with summer classes 
for those that need to takes classes. 
Having the day off before Thanksgiving allows those that travel, time to get there without having 
to rush. 
Coming back one day prior to releasing for Christmas doesn't allow much to be accomplished. 
Having our 2 days at Easter is like a short Spring Break which is needed at this time of year. 
Making the Monday a snow makeup day takes that away from us. 
Because we don't have a Spring Break, having mini breaks throughout the year helps everyone's 
morale. Please consider these suggestions before the calendar that you put together is presented 
to the board for approval. 
	  


